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T-he art enon ~ SHOWERS 50% showers, clearing by afternoon. 
Tuesday, April 8, 1986 Marshall University's student newspaper Vol. 87, No. 86 
Acc·reditation team scrutinizes. MU this week 
By Kenneth R. Blake 
Presidential Correspondent 
Meetings with Student Senate, 
Board of Regents Interim Chancellor 
Thomas Cole, faculty members an~ 
deans of various colleges are scheduled 
today for members· of the inspection 
team from the North Central Associa-
tion of Colleges and Schools. 
The NCACS sends an inspection 
team to Marshall every 10 ~ears to J;lelp 
th'e association decide whether to 
renew the university's accreditation. 
If renewed, accreditation certifies 
that Marshall is academically competi-
tive with other colleges and universi-
ties the association evaluates. 
The evaluation began Monday and 
will continue until noon Wednesday 
when team members will report their 
findings and make recommendatiqns 
to Marshall administrators during a 
luncheon in the President's Dining 
Room in Memorial Student Center. 
Team members include Dr. Donald 
W. Robinson, dean of the College of 
Education at Oklahoma State Univer-
sity; Dr. Philip S. Denenfeld, vice presi-
dent for academic affairs at Western 
Michigan University; Dr. Mary 
McKinney Edmonds, vice president of 
student affairs at Bowling Green State 
University in Ohio; and Dr. William F. 
Halloran, dean of the College of Letters 
and Science at the University of 
Wisconsin-Milwaukee. 
Other team members are Dr. Helen 
Kriegsman, chairwoman of. the . 
Department of Mathematics at Pitts-
burg State University in Pittsburg, 
Kansas; Dr. Beverly P. Lynch, univer-
sity librarian at the University of Illi-
Classified staff to choose 
reps, for ·three counci Is-
By Brent Cunningham · 
Reporter · 
It is election time for Marshall staff 
employees and the Marshall Staff 
Council. 
Staff employees of each state college 
and university annually elect a repre-
sentative to the Advisory Council of 
Classified Employees to the Board of 
Regents. The new term begins May 1, 
and Staff Council is taking nomina-
tions until Friday April 11. 
The council meets monthly in Cha-
rleston to represent the concerns qf 
staff, according to Marshall's current 
representative, Kenneth R. Reffeitt, 
library technical assistant III. 
Reffeitt is eligible for re-election, and 
· said he would accept •if he was 
nominated. 
Also, the staff employees of each 
state university and college annually 
elect a representative to the campus-
based Institutional Board of Advisors. 
The board meets quarterly or at the call 
of the president of the university or 
chairman of the board. 
The Staff Council is also taking nom-
inations for this position until Friday 
April 11. The new term begins May 1, 
and there is a two year limit on consec-
utive terms. 
Eugene F. Crawford, police officer IV 
of the department of public safety, cur-
rently holds this position at Marshall. 
Crawford, who is eligible for re-
lnsi-de 
today 
election, said he would accept the nomi-
nation. "I'm not sure, but I understand 
that I have been renominated," he 
added. 
"Essentially, we're an advisory 
panel to the president," Crawford said. 
"The president has the final say." 
Election of these two representaives 
will be in the annual general staff 
meeting scheduled for Tuesday April 
22 at 2:30 p.m. in · the Old Main 
Auditorium. 
Staff Council has declared, due to 
reports of votjng irregularity last year, 
that there will be no absentee voting. 
As of June 30 there will be 11 regular 
(three year term) and two unexpired 
vacancies on the Marshall StaffCoun-
ci l. N'omination·s from severpl 
employee gr.oups/ divisions will be 
taken until Friday April 11. The new 
terms begin July 1. 
. According to council by-laws, nomi-
nees must have completed one full year 
of full-time employment. 
Present council members whose 
terms will expir.e June 30 include; Jill 
Chapman, Zanna L. Crager, James 
Glover, Charlene -R. Hawkins, Ken-
neth R. Reffeitt, Arlene P. Conner, 
Ruth Ann Workman, Eugene Craw-
ford, Ann E. Henson, Jackie Paul, and 
Sherri Noble. 
The election is scheduled for.Thurs-
day, May 15 from noon to 2:00 p.m. in 
the Memorial Student Center. Absen-
tee voting will be allowed. 
Endorsement made 
The Parthenon, after 
much deliberation, 
endorses .one of the 
four sets ofSGA presi-
dential and vice presi-
dential candidates. 2 
nois at Chicago; Dr. Robert L. 
Matheny, president of Eastern New 
Mexico University; and Dr. Mabel L. 
Purkerson, associate professor of medi-
cine and associate dean for curriculum 
at Washington School of Medicine at 
St. Louis, Mo. 
· Edmonds and Lynch will meet with 
Student Senate 4 p.m. in Memorial Stu-
dent Center 2W22. Robinson and 
Matheny will meet with Cole at 1:45 
p.m. 
The meeting between part of the 
team and faculty members. is sche-
duled 4 p.m'. in the Alumni Lounge in 
Memorial Student Center. 
Deans to be interviewed this morn-
ing by team members are Dr. Robert 
Alexander of the College of Business, 
.Dr. David Wilkin of the Marshall Com-
munity C_ollege, Dr. E.S. Hanrahan of 
the College of Science and Dr. Allen 
Rooms for rent 
Mori of the College of Education. 
During the afternoon, team members 
will interview Dr. Phyllis Higley, dean 
of the School of Nursing; and Lynne 
Mayer, director of planning. 
Team members also will meet with 
the University Council and the Aca-
demic Planning and Standards 
Committee. 
Monday, team members met with 
President Dale F. Nitzschke and with 
members of his cabinet. 
Robinson , team chairman, said he 
and his collegues have not been able to 
see enough of Marshall yet to form an 
opinion about recommending that the 
university's accreditation be renewed. 
However, he said he is impressed by 
tl-'! openness of those people he and 
·other team members have interviewed 
so far. 
Staff photo by Eric Rinehart 
Registration for residence hall rooms for the Fall '86 semester started 
Monday and will continue through Frtday. 
Chancellor search is on 
The search committee for a perman-
ent Board of Regent's chancellor will 
materialize at the board's April meet-
ing, according to Interim Chancellor 
Thomas Cole. 
"The position has been advertised 
Candidates profiled 
The four teams run-
ning for SG A presi- · 6 
_dent and vice pres-
ident are profiled and 
their platforms are 
discussed., 
and applications are currently being 
solicited," Cole said. He added that the 
deadline for applications will be May 1. 
He confirmed the scope of the search 
will be national. 
Pelphrey honored 
Lady Herd basketball 
star, Karen Pelphrey, 
is the first woman 
basketball player to 
have her number 
retired by Marshall 
University. 
8 
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Editorials Commentaries Letters 
Frassinelli/Leary get the nod bY a hair 
For the first time in at least three years, Frassinelfi and Leary's platform contain a 
more than one team of qualified and viable number of what we believe to be excellent 
candidates is running for the offices of stu- ideas, including: 
dent body president and vice president. • publishing a "Profiles of the Faculty," 
Unfortunately, our glee over this fact including faculty members' educational 
lasted only until the time came to choose just background, years of teaching exP.erience 
one team to endorse. and test formats. 
Decidingononeamongthefourwasadiffi- • restructuring Student Government to 
cult task because, for a change, the best c1tn- include' a steering committee, which would be 
didates were not obvious immediately. But composed of campus organization leaders. 
after heavy debate and internal tugs-of-war, • furthering Marshall's internship pro-
The Parthenon endorses SGA Vice President · grams by working with the Huntington 
John Frassinelli, Bluefield junior, and Sen. Chamber of Commerce. · 
Brendan "Scooby" Leary, South Charleston • promoting academic advising: 
sophomore, for student body president and • continuing work already started under 
vice president. Student Government President Andy Brison 
The team of Sen. Tom Webb and Vikki on a university snow policy. 
Young were equal in every aspect to Frassi- • working to establishing a seven-day, 10-
nelli and Leary, except in the final analysis, meal plan for the residence halls. 
Frassinelli 's experience pitted against Because of his experience as vice president, 
Webb's weak image gave the Frassinelli- we believe Frassinelli knows the proper chan- · 
/ Leary team the edge. nels to achieve his goals. And because 
Webb did appear to be the most earnest t~ans~erring from ~riso~'s admini~trat!on to 
candidate. His genuine concern for students his will not _be disruptive, Fra~smell_1 and 
was evident in his senate activities. Webb Leary can hit the ground runnmg without 
conducted a mobile office to take Student weeks of orientatinn. 
Government to the students and he sent new- The two agree student problems at home 
sletters to Greek organi;ations and off- ~ave t? co~e first, ~ut they pla~ to be acti~e 
campus constituents. m legi~lative aff~1~s. T~ey srud they will 
Although Webb said he believes he is a work ~1th the admm1str~tio1?- and local repre-
good communicator, he really is not. What he ~ntatives to ~et a legislative package _for 
says is well and good, but we believe his meek h1g~er educa?on _ready before th~ session 
delivery would allow people to walk all over begins. Frassmelh and Leary won t _be con-
him. Student Government presidents have to tent to amass studen~s at the Legis_latu:e 
be respected and effective when speaking for near the end of the sess10n when what 1s srud 
the student body. _. will ~o little good. We beli_eve work _before the 
Frassinelli's communication skills are lit- session, as they plap, will ~e an rmp~rtant 
tle better, but at least he readily admits asset _to Marsh,all students and higher 
speaking before groups is not his strong education. · . . . 
point. Although his words are few, Frassi- . Although other ca!1d1dates mentio!led s11:11-
nelli comes across as being tough and able to ila~ pla!ls, Leary cla1~s to~ know!l m ~gis-
. handle adversity, attribu~es required of a stu- lative c1~cles, a <Jefi~nte plus !n get~ng thmgs 
dent body president. ~ccomphshed nowaday. Its easier to ~et 
"I don't talk enough," Frassinelli said. ideas acro~s t~ people you know than to legis-
"But I say what I mean. If something needs lators you ve Just met. 
to be said I say it.'' Another plus for Leary is that, with the 
' new SGA constitution taking effect basing 
As a matter of fact, Frassinelli's brevity is constituencies on the colleges rather than 
a refreshing change after listening to some residencies and making the vice president 
candidates' long-winded rhetoric. also senate president, his knowledge of the 
Forgetting for the moment the attributes of new document and senate actions will be 
Frassinelli and Webb, their vice presidential beneficial to a smooth transitional period. 
candidates should be every Marshall stu- Also, Frassinelli artd Leary. complement 
dent's Student Government dream. If Leary each other in every way, always an asset 
and Young had run together, we would have when seeking diversity of representation. 
endorsed the team in a minute. Both are Frassinelli is an Alpha Tau Omega, lives off-
extremely articulate and exciting to listen to. campus, and is calm and quiet. Leary is not 
Leary's legislative contacts would be helpful Greek, lives in the residence halls, and is tal-
in Student Government lobbying efforts. kative and flamboyant. 
Young's previous experience as a campus Also to the students' benefit, Frassinelli 
reporter gives her sp~ial insight into many has a clear picture of what Student Govern-
universit'y problems and good contacts with .ment should be. "It's of students, for stu-
a diverse number of faculty and administra- dents, by students," he says. 
tion members. The Parthenon cannot say Frassinelli and 
We rated the two highly and equal in poten- Leary are the clear-cut knock-out best choice. 
tial effectiveness as student government vice However, we have had the opportunity to 
presidents. However, when looking at the examine every candidate at greater length 
experience, ideas, personal attributes and · than most students , and after careful consid-
potential of the presidential candidates, we eration, we conscientiously endorse John 
believe Frassinelli and Leary, as a team, are Frassinelli and Brendan Leary as Student 




rently is SGA vice 
president. Before 
being elected to that 
office, the Bluefield 
junior was presi-
dent of HAC. He is 
an Alpha Tau 
Omega and resides 
off campus. His 
major is fin~nce. 
We haven't been getting enough 
input to figure out what €the stu-
dents) want. We are going to use the 
HAC's, the Black United Students, the 
Returning Students Organization -
representatives from all these organi-




Leary currently is 
a residence hall 
senator . Before 
being ·elected to that 
office, the South 
Charleston sopho-
more was a senate 
assistant. Leary is 
not Greek and is 
majoring in account-
ing. 
I feel I have a duty to serve students. I 
am genuinely concerned ... The main 
problem on this campus is apathy. 
We have to sell (Student Govern-
ment) to the students. We can't wait 
for them to come to us. 
Brendin Leary 
Letter policy 
The Parthenon welcomes letters concerning the 
Marshall University community. All letters to the editor 
must be signed and include, the address and telephone 
number of the author · 
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Other teams impressive, but only one can win 
Beginning last week with the debate spon-
sored by Alpha Tau Omega fraternity, members 
of The Parthenon editorial board have been 
observing the candidates for the positions of 
student body president and vice president. 
Thursday and Friday we conducted interviews 
with presidental candidates and their running 
mates. 
Because we have had a chance to question 
and observe the candidates, and because we 
realize that most students have not had this 
same opportunity, we feel we owe it to Marshall 
students to offer our endorsement as to who is 
the best qualified. At the same time, we believe 
that readers deserve to know why we chose not 
to endorse the other candidates. · 
What follows is an evaluation of the three 
teams we did not endorse, and reasons we 
believe they would be unable to serve Marshall 
students as well as the team of Frassinelli/ 
Leary. 
Adkins/Dea·n: Both the student body president 
and vice president must be effective communi-
cators. The communication skills of Dean and 
Adkins just do not compare to those of the other 
candidates. Although they have some good 
ideas, such as their proposal for a uniform 
absentee policy and additional on-campus wee-
kend entertainment, they had trouble getting 
their points across, and they seemed to have not 
thought through their ideas. In addition, they 
were rather vague as to how they· hope to 
accomplish these goals. 
Another area in which this team lacks is expe-
rience. Adkins explained their lack of expe-
rience this way, "SGA has done nothing. 
Experience in nothing is nothing." 
Likewise, we would have to argue that 
nothing in nothing is nothing. Experience is 
something, . 
We believe Student Government should be an 
advocate of academic excellence. Yet Adkins 
and Dean have said that, if elected, they would 
work to see that the minimum grade to get credit 
in a credit/no credit course is lowered back to a 
"D." When it comes to advocating academic 
excellence, we see this as a step in the wrong 
direction. 
Adkins and Dean do deserve credit for their 
proposal involving a- day care center on the 
Marshall campus. Certainly this is of concern to 
the_growing number of parents who come 
through Marshall's doors. No other candidates 
mentioned day care. 
Freeman/Pace: Of the four pairs, the Freeman- Virginia Lottery for higher education. Parking 
/ Pace team seems to be the only balanced ticket. was another major concern of this ticket. While 
Both students are articulate, good communica- other candidates only touched on the parking 
tors and appear at ease before the public. But issues, Webb and Young indicated it as a major 
while they have some good ideas, these ideas concern, explaining they would propose that 
are vague compared with those of some of the . the university, whom they said has seemed to 
other candidates. , . -ignore the parking problem, hire researchers to 
Their platform contains suggestions to mobil- evaluate the parking problem an~ offer solu- · 
ize student talents to solve student problems, to tions as to how these problems might be solved. 
solye problems as they come up, and to emphas- · While we agree with all other planks of their 
ize academic excellence_ The only problem is platform, we found their proposal to have the 
that they don't say how. Student Legal Aid office staffed with both an 
Both Freeman and Pace have some Student ombudsman andalawyerratherab~urd.Surely 
Government experience. Freeman served a one- the case load in that office is not so great as to 
year term as a student senator during the late require two full-time staff members. 
1970s when he was an undergraduate. In his Certainly grade point averages are not every-
favdr, Freeman's undergraduate degree is in thing, but the fact that Young has a 3.98 GPA 
political science. Pace also served a year on the shows, we believe, dedication to what she 
senate. undertakes. 
While we see nothing_ wrong with being Greek The Webb/ Young team certainly has many of 
(Pace is a Lambda Chi Alpha), we do believe the qualifjcations to be effective Student 
that Freeman/Pace are too Greek oriented. Dur- Government leaders. 
ing the public debate Pace spent a dispropor- In fact, each team has something to offer 
tionate amount of time dwelling on Greek voters. 
issues. However, we believe the team of Frassinelli-
One of the planks of their platform states that / Le a ry can give students the best· 
they would work to "strengthen current student representation. 
organizations (primarily Greek) before new 
organizations are allowed on campus." Not 
only do we believe this to be unfair, but we fore-
see legal complications were such a policy 
instituted.~ 
Webb~oung: Webb has Student Government 
experience and has proven during the past year 
that he is a dedicated senator. His mobile senate 
office and the Student Government newsletter 
which-he began are some of the most refreshing 
ideas to come out of Student Government in a 
long time. He has a lot going for him, but he 
doesn't have strong communication skills, a 
must for the student body president. · 
On the other hand, Young, his running mate, 
is an excellent communicator. Her training as a 
broadcast journalist would come in handy 
when it came to lobbying the Legislature or 
discussinl" student issues with university 
admini~trators. But she doesn't have student 
government experience. 
After the Frassinelli / Leary team, Web-
b/ Young had the best ideas. In addition they 
had channels for carrying out these ideas. 
. For example, they indicated t,hey would work 
to obtain a portion of the proceeds from the West 
THI FAR SIDI By GARY LARSON 
@ 
Giraffe evolution 
Serving Beer WIGGINS 
Why Go -Out? 
·we Deliver-Free 
Buy WV Lottery Classifieu 
Miscellaneous 
MAY 16 GRADUATES MATIRESS 
WAREHOUSE seeks energetic, 
professional sales person for 
immediate position. College 
degree and past sales experience 
preferred, but not necessary. 
Reply with resume to: Mattress 
Warehouse, East Gate Shoppes. 
Barboursville, WV 25504. 
the Rev. Karen Frank in the Cam-
pus Christian Center for details. 
For Relit 
RJINSHED APARTMINTS Male Stu-
dents. Near University. Share 
facilities. Private bedrooms. 
$150/ month plus deposit. Utili-
ties paid. Huntington local 762-
2552. 
---=- Dorms - Offices 
- Try Our Soups Of The Day ---..___, 
•Wiggins Specia1·-f-Wiggins Special-
sacon, Ham & Cheese I Bacon, Cheese, Chic' 
On Grecian Bun I Filet Sandwich 
Fries & 12 oz. Pepsi I Fries & 12 oz. Pepsi 
t~ ... ~~ I ta.-!~ 
4th Ave. & Hal Greer I 4th Ave. & Hal Greer 
~~------------------------~----
WANTED: ROOMMATE Southsi-
de/7th street & 9th Avenue. 
Under $100/rent plus utilities. 
Call 522-3978 9 p.m.-9a.m. 
TUNE UP YOUR IODY for summer. 
Lose 20-60 pounds by June 1. 
100% g11aranteed. Call 522-8948. 
5-6,r. STUDENT LOANS available to 
United Methodist students. See 
APARTMEMTS one block from cam-
pus. $140 and up. 525-6357: 
NOWTAICING applications for 1, 2, 
& 3 bedroom apartments. 523-
1641 or after 5 p.m. 522-0727. 
ONE OR TWO BEDROOM furnished 
or unfurnished apartment. 522-
3187 after 6 p.m. 
1 
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State \. Nation World 
No solution found to plunging, oil prices 
' • 
Dhahran, Saudi Arabia - Vice ' ,-------------- oil price collapse, ·which has created 
President George Bush said Mon- pressing probleme in oil-producing. 
day that no solution was reached We don't have a plan for stabilizing prices. We want to see what comes states like Texas. 
on ways to stabilize plunging oil f C · 
prices during his three days of talks out _o the OPE meeting. The U.S. official, who spoke on 
with leaders of the oil-rich desert condition he not be identified, said, 
kingdom. George Bush ' "I'd say what came through was he 
Bush also said the United States ' ' (Fahd) thought that Saudi Arabia 
and Saudis disagree on desired oil •- ------------• •-------------- . was being - in non-royal language 
price levels "because I think in their The 13-member Organization of early morning Monday, was asked - given the bum rap in stories 
v~ew, the stronger the price for Petroleum Exporting Countries last whether any common ground was about its role in the oil world." 
international oil the better .... That month was unable to reach an reached on ways to stabilize oil The official Saudi Press Agency 
does not coincide with the best agreement to lower production to prices, which have plunged 60 per- called the discussions between the 
interest of.the United States." stabilize plunging oil prices. cent to an average of about $12 a two leaders "frank and conStructive." 
Before he flew to Bahrain on the Bush said "we didn't go in there barrel since November. 
second stop of a Middle East trip trying to lean on somebody to do "Not really .... I hope there is a 
that includes visits to Oman and one thing or another. "'Ne b~lieve better understanding on their part 
The U.S. official reported Fahd 
said Saudi Arabia has been widely 
blamed for the price plunge, but 
that Bush said Saudi Arabia was 
only "responding to OPEC requests 
to lower producti'on, which it had 
lowered and received no thanks 
for." 
North Yemen, Bush said, "We don' t that market (forces) can (work) even ... Certainly there.wasn't any com-
have a plan· for stabilizing prices. though the mark'et is imperfection mon solution found," he said. 
We want to see what comes out of when you have OPEC." , Earlier, a senior U.S. official said 
the OPEC meeting" scheduled for The vice president, who met with Bush and King Fahd agreed that 
April 15 in Geneva. King Fahd_ for 2½ hours into the Saudi Arabia did not provoke the 
Charleston 
STATE ECONOMY DRAGS 
The West Virginia econ-
omy showed a February 
drag, according to figures 
from the state Chamber of 
Commerce. 
The chamber's monthly 
business index shows that 
the total number of workers in the state 
decreased by 5,500 while unemployment 
increased by 1,200. 
State industries - including manufacturing, 
mining, gas and oil - were all down in February 
compared with January, the index said. The 
manufacturipg industry employment decreased 
by 400 workers, mining was down by 500, and 
construction down by 3,100 workers. 
The chamber's monthly business index shows 
that the consumer sector - a key indicator to 
economic growth - reflected a 1 percent decrease 
in salaries and wages. Chamber officials say the 
drop may be attributed to a shorter work month. 
Average weekly salaries by coal miners · 
decreased by $29.01 while manufacturing 
workers' dropped $7.02. 
The chamber said positive national economic 
changes in the past few months, including a drop 
in long-term interest rates and rising stock 
prices, have not yet had an effect on state 
consum~r and business markets. • 
Beckley 
HEALTH COMPLEX OPENING 
Raleigh County officials are excited about 
plans to open a $55 million mental health 
complex near here that will employ 500. 
Groundbreaking for .the Central Behavioral 
Health Complex is schedu1ed Thursday at the 
Raleigh County Airport Industrial Park. 
The 19-building private complex will have an 
annual payroll of $17 million to $21 million, The 
Rel(ister-Herald in Beckley reported this weekend. 
The plans were confirmed this weekend when 
local, state and national officials received printed 
invitations to the groundbreaking. 
County officials say the project, being planned 
by Potomac Medical Inc., will spark construction 
of motels and restaurants, as well as an increase 
in air traffic at the Beckley airport. 
In addition, an $11 million luxury apartment 
complex being planned is directly related to the 
mental health facility, said commission president 
Paul Flanagan. 
"It's going to snowball," said Beckley Mayor 
Chuck Shoemaker. He said the mental health 
complex will result in some home construction, 
"but basically, they·(employees) are going to be 
shopping here. 
Cape Canaveral, Fla. 
SHUTTLE PIECES FOUND 
Three more large pieces 
of the space shuttle Chal-
lenger, including the larg-
est piece found so far, and 
five booster rocket pieces 
have been recovered from 
the sea, the Navy reported Monday. 
It was not known if the booster parts are from 
the right solid-fuel booster rocket. The explosion 
of_ Challenger on Jan. 28 is believed to ~~'-'·been 
triggered by a flame that shot out of a Jotrrt · 
~tween segments of the right rocket. 
Brought into port Sunday by a landing craft-
utility was a 34-by-8-foo.t~portion of Challenger's 
left fuselage and a 35-by-14-foot piece of the right 
wing'. The latter weighs 5,000 pounds and is the 
largest piece of debris found so far. 
The Navy said the USS Pierce had hoisted on 
deck a 12-by-8-foot chunk of the left fuselage, and 
that the Stena W orkhorse•had brought up the 
five boo~ter rocket pieces. 
New York 
GM TOPS FORTUNE 500 LIST 
General Motors Corp. regained the top spot on 
the Fortune 500 list of the largest U.S, industrial 
corporations as Exxon Corp. slipped to No.2, the 
magazine said Monday. 
Exxon had held the top position on Fortune's 
lists released in 191;10 through 1985. It has been 
the only company besides GM to attain the 
premier ranking in the 32 years that Fortune has 
compiled the list. 
For the first 20 years, GM reigned as the 
biggest U.S. industrial company among the 
Fortune 500 and was "widely regarded as the 
symbol of corporate America," the magazine 
said. 
GM was dethroned in 1975, took back the title 
in 1978 and 1979, fell back to No.2 again in 1980 
and slid to No.3 behind Exxon and Mobil Oil 
Gorp. in 1981 and 1982. 
The latest Fortune 500 list is based on 1985 
sales. Even though GM's profits sagged last year, 
its sales soared to a record level. 
"The·ebbing fortunes of Big Oil wrought 
changes all through the upper reaches of the 500 
list," the magazine said. 
Mobil Corp., No.3, was able to stay ahead of 
Ford Motor Co. becau~e of its acquisition of 
Superior Oil. But most other petroleum compan-
ies moved down in rank. 
Ford closed out the year with the fourth 
highest earnings about $2.5 billion more than 
International Business Machines Corp. to wrap 
up the top five. 
Seoul, South Korea 
ONE AIRMAN MISSING 
One U.S. serviceman 
remains missing after the 
fiery explosion of a fuel 
tank at Osan Air Force 
Base, an American mil-
itary spokesman said Monday. 
Fifteen South Koreans were killed by the blast 
and 12 others were injured. 
The spokeman, Billy Fullerton, said it has been 
determined that a U.S. Air Force man was 
missing in the explosion and fire. Fullerton said 
a search for the man was underway. 
The missing American's identity was not 
disclosed. 
An early report from an Air Force spokesma·n 
in Washington said it was believed an American 
was killed in Saturday's explosion. Later, U.S. 
officials said that report was incorrect. 
Fullerton said searchers Monday found the 
bodies of 14 South Korean civilians who died in 
the explosion and fire. The Koreans h!ld been 
working near the fuel tank at the time of the 
blast. 
South Korean authorities said one Korean 
worker died in a hospital on Sunday. 
Fullerton said a preliminary inquiry showed 
the explosion of the 40,000-gallon jet fuel tank 
was an accident and there was no evidence of 
sabotage. 
Sison, Lebanon 
GUERRILLA STRONGHOLDS BOMBED 
Israeli warplanes Monday bombed Palestinian 
guerrilla strongholds and refugee camps around 
this southern Lebanese port city for the second 
time in two weeks. 
State-tun radio reported two people were killed 
and 22 were wounded. Police and hospitals in 
Sidon, however, said six civilians were injured. 
There was no immediate explanation for the 
· conflicting reports. •-
. Witnesses said at least one 10-jet formation 
staged a minimum of seven divebombing attacks 
on the crowded Ein el-Hilweh and Mieh-Mieh 
refugee camps and the nearby hilltop village of 
Siro~bieh. 
The Israeli pilots released hot-air balloons to 
deflect the· heat-seeking missiles. Six planes 
provided cover and four fighter-bombers attacked 
the camps. 
Israeli Defense Minister Yitzhak Rabin said 
the raid reflected Israel's "policy of hitting every 
terrorist target, wherever and whenever we can 
do it." He spoke to Jewish fund raisers from the 
United States. 
Fatah guerrillas had left from one of the 
targeted bases for a foiled March 31 attempt to 
cr oss_into Israel and capture hostages. the I.snwli 
communique· said. 
' ' 
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Tanning saloQ open for catching non-sun rays 
beinl( 30 minutes. Welty said. 
The amount of time a customer may stay in the 
bed depends on the status of the tan they have 
prior to the visit, Welty said. This will be super-
vised by advisers. Women are advised to 
remove make-up before entering the tanning 
bed. 
opened in November," he said. 
When asked about the possibility of students _ 
getting skin cancer, Welty said anyone who is 
concerned should talk with a dermatologist first 
By Peter W. Wllaon 
Reporter 
A new tanning salon, located in the basement 
recreation area of Memorial Student Center, 
opened Mondl,V for student, faculty and staff use. 
One visit wtll cost $4 plus tax, five visits $18 and 
10 'visits $30. This offer will expire April 30, Ray 
Welty, director of auxiliary serivices, said. 
Appointments will be scheduled for every 40 
minutes with "the -actual time in the tanning b_ed 
Welty said he realizes April is not the time to 
opef! a tanning salon. However, in spite of the 
recen_t good weather, many people don't have time 
to lay out in tl)e sun and the salon is an easy, quick 
way to preserve a tan. "Ideally it should have been 
He said the general feeling ~ong doctors is that 
using the tanning bed is safer than laying out in 
the sun because it does not emit harmful rays. 
Using a tanning salon is the same as joining an 
aerobics class, Welty said "I would tell people if 
they are concerned to call a doctor, have a check-
up and then follow his advice." 
'Out~of-place' cafeteria beer sales not big success, Welty says 
• 
The Memorial Student Center cafeteria began 
selling beer March 31 with little success in sales, 
according to Ray Welty, director of auxiliary 
services. 
He said while the Coffeehouse has a pub atmos-
phere, the cafeteria is a place for dining and con-
versation. "Beer in the cafeteria seems somewhat 
out of place." 
Welty said the Memorial Student Center 
Governing Board is treating selling beer in the 
cafeteria as experimental. 
license for the Don Morris Room to meet a request 
to allow the sale of beer to students in the room. 
With the raise in the drinking age, the governor-
ing board decided against selling beer in the Don 
Morris Room and recommended .to the presidents' 
office to sell beer in the student center cafeteria. 
"If the first two days were any indication it's not 
something that's being supported very well," he 
said. Welty said he thinks people who go off cam-
pus to ~uy beer will continue to do so. He said the governing board had bought a beer 
"The board approved it (beer in the cafeteria) 
but not overwhelmingly," Welty said. 





While most students tried to forget 
school, study, and books over the break 
in December, the library was busy 
installing a new, bigger . computer to 
make it easier for students to use the 
library. 
The Hewlett-Packard ·3000, series 58 
computer that was installed during the 
break will provide for at least two more 
years of memory capability to insert 
more of the library's titles into the sys-
WEBB/YOUNG 
President/Vice President 
A Vot_e For. • • 
, 
- DEAD .WEEK 
No t,our exams last week of classes 
CONCERTS IN THE 
HENDERSON CENTER 
With nationally .known acts 
LOBBYING 
Will include efforts to secure a percentage of 
money to relieve financial burdens of students 
OFF-CAMPUS 
HOUSING DIRECTOR 
Will visit, and rate apartments before 
. they are. listed in the· SGA office 
PARKING 
The University should hire researchers to evaluate 
the current parking problems and present the Uni-
varsity with possible solutions, much like the sta-
dium site controversy. 
tern. Currently there are over 368,000 
bound volumes in the library. Includ-
ing microfilm, there are more than 
428,000 bibliographic items to be pro-
cesS"ed into the computer database. 
Presently 166,000 of those different 
items have been included into the 
memory of the computer. 
According to Dr. Kenneth T. Slack, 
director of university libraries, the sys-
. tern is the biggest .and most updated 
program of any higher education insti-
tution in the state. · 
By the end of the next fiscal year the 
. .. 
library hopes to have a total of 74 
' ports' or terminals spread out over 
campus, Slack said. This is an addition 
of 44 ports. These 'ports' will enable 
studeJ"ts and faculty to look up a book 
or other item in the library without 
actually going to the library. 
Also added between semesters to 
improve the computer's capability 
were two 404 megabyte disk drives that 
increased the on-line memory by two-
thirds. Also because of lhe changes, 
response time has been cut by a large 
margin, resulting in faster searching 
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Meet ttle ,teams vying f~r presic 
Legis·lative lobbying_ would take back seat; 
Adkins, Dean emphasize on-campus issues 
. . . 
Adkins 
Dean 
James G. Adkins, Summersville 
junior, and John T. Dean, Welch 
senior, put their feelings on the line 
during an interview with The 
Parthenon. 
"I guess a weakness is not having 
Platform Highlights 
• University-wide absentee 
policy. 
• Credit/non-credit back to D. 
• Concerts in Henderson 
Center. 
... • Entertainment on campus, 
especially on weekends. 
• Improved residence hall food 
service. 
• Examination of possibility of 
~f ~~~i~~ll~_able TV in t~e resi-
• Improved relations between 
SGA and Hall Advisory Councils. 
• Active recruiting of students 
for SGA subcommittees. 
• Continued growth for Greeks, 
especially black Greeks. 
• Establishment of uniform 
weather cancellation 'policy. 
• Reduction of parking fines. 
• On-campus day care 
facilities. 
been "involved in Student Govern-
ment," Adkins said, "but Student 
Goyernment has done nothing, and 
experience in nothing means 
nothing. • 
"Student Government has no stu-
dent input, so more students need to 
get involved (rather than) just a 
clique. People in SGA need to show 
they do things instead of talking." 
Adkins said. 
Although neither Adkins nor 
Dean has had experience in Student 
Government, both have been in sev-
eral clubs and organizations. Dean 
belongs to Marshall American Mar-
keting Association (MAMA), is 
treasurer of Sigma Gamma Rho al)d 
has a grade point average of"about 
2.4." , 
Adkins , a physical education 
major, is in PE Majors Club, HAC 
and has a GPA of2.52. Both live in 
Holderby Hall. . 
Dean said, "We're running 
together because we live on the same 
floor, we were in the food protest 
together and are sick of what's 
going on.'.' 
Both agree that, if elected, they 
"won't sit idly by and will step on 
toes if necessary." 
Adkins said, "Rather than lobby 
(at the Legislature), we'll work on 
on-campus problems. We'll work 
through our delegates in the imme-
diate area. 
"Students can make some differ-
ence (in the Legislature) but lobby-
ing is most effective when money 
changes hands. Delegates may 
listen to me, but will pay more atten-
tion to somebody from Ashland Oil, 
for example." " 
Adkins and Dean also expressed 
the need for an on-campus day care 
center because , according to 
Adkins, the cost of college is enough 
so that mothers and fathers 
shouldn't have to pay for a baby sit-
ter three or four nights per week. 
The Adkins-Dean team will be 
primarily concerned with on · 
campus issues. These issues include 
dealing differently with the admin-
istration. " It (the relationship 
between SGA and the admis,tration) 
works now all right, but what good 
has it done?" Adkins said. "The 
relationship could be better. 
"If we need to get something done, 
we should go and get it done. We 
need to let the administration know 
we pay their salaries and they work 
for us. We're their bosses," Adkins 
said. · 
They'I I take government to the students, 
orga.nize lobbying, Freeman, Pace say 
Pace 
Stories by Cami Enoch 
"Student Government has moved 
away from issues that affect stu-
dents to issues that affect higher 
education," according to Steven 
Freeman. 
"It's not a bad thing, but Student, 
Platform Highlights 
• Mobilization of student tal-
ents to solve student problems. 
• Emphasis on eve.ryday stu-
dent problems, while maintaining 
an effective legislative lobby. 
• Opening of additional lines of 
communication between students 
and SGA. 
• Emphasis on academic excel-
lence at Marshall, while seeking to 
involve students in the process. 
• Strengthening current stu-
dent organizations, ~specially 
Greek ones, before new organiza-
tions are {illowed on campus. 
• Attempts to solve problems as 
they occur and not trying to do 
more than can be done. 
Government needs to direct their 
objectives to students," Freeman 
said. "Student Government gets cli-
quish and groupish, like with the 
Greeks. However, the majority of 
students aren't in these organiza-
tions, but Student Government 
looks towards (the groups) and sort 
of ignores the others. 
"Greeks are important but we 
need to see other sides and open 
communications channels," Free-
man said. 
Don Pace, Freeman's running 
mate, said, "It's hard to get students 
to go to meetings, so we'll take the 
meetings to them. We'll take the 
meetings to the hangouts(ifwe need 
to), so the students can't help but to 
give input." 
Freeman and Pace said they want 
to put together a team from the· 
Department of Political Sciel'lce to 
· put a legislative packet together, 
then try to arrange meetings with 
student governments from other 
state schools. From there, the SGAs 
would· go to the Legislature and 
present the package the first day of 
the session. 
"If a group goes to lobby without 
knowledge of the Legislature, they 
do more harm than good," Freeman 
said, "but if informe{i students go, 
efforts will be more effective.'' 
Freeman said he hopes the rela- \ 
tionship ofstudent government and 
the adminstration would be one of 
mutual respect. "We should work 
· together, but should take an adver-
»ary role if a difference occurs. We'll 
find out why we don't agree and find 
a common ground." 
Pace said he'd like to change the 
tenure policy for professors so 
incompetent professors could be 
dismissed. . 
Freeman said he'd likestudentsto 
get lower level seats at basketball 
games. Within reason, dormitory 
residents should have renters' 
rights, he said. 
Asked what would happen if Gov. 
Arch Moore said to "cool it" on an 
issue or else, Freeman responded 
adamantly. 
"If he (Moore) wanted to play 
dirty politics, I'd play dirty politics, 
although I won't initiate it, That 
would infuriate me. I'd take it (the 
threat) to the ranking Democrat in 
the state to see if he could do some-
thing with it. If he wouldn't use it, 
I'd go to the press," he said. 
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s ide.nt and vice presid_ent seats 
Ability to lobby, search for student input 
important to Frassin9lli-Leary platform 
Incumbent Student Body Vice 
President John R. Frassinelli Jr. 
and Sen. Brendan "Scooby" Leary, 
see the major problem in Student 
Government Association now as 
lack of student input. 
"We have to sell our product to the 
students," Leary said. "Students 
won't come to student government, 
so there has to be another way 
around." 
Frassinelli agreed. "The only peo-
ple in the SGA offices are student 
government people and people from 
The Parthenon," Frassinelli said. 
" We need to get Joe Student in 
there." 
Both Frassinelli and Leary intend 
to implement a strong lobbying 
effort, but said they don't want to 
lose sight of campus problems and 
issues. But, instead of waiting until 
the Legislature is in session, Frassi-
nelli said work on a legislative pack-
age would be done in September. 
As to why the two are running 
together, Frassinelli said, "We're 
not running together because ofa lot 
of political philosophy, but because 
we want to get things done right. 
Scooby is more outspoken ahd tells 
people straight out what he thinks. I 
do the same thing, but you can't 
burn your bridges behind you. Even-
tually, you'll need to work with that 
person again." 
Frassinelli, who declined to reveal 
his grade po~t average, is a busi-
ness major and has had several 
years of experience in various clubs 
and organizations other than stu-
dent government. Leary, an 
accounting major, also has had 
experience in student government 
as ·a senator and a senate assistant. • 
The men said they think their expe-
rience will be a definite plus if they 
are elected. 
Frassinelli said, "You need a lot of 
experience and we've both been 
involved in student government for 
at least a year. I was an HAC repres-
enatati ve in my freshman year, 
HAC president in my sophomore 
year and now I'm student body vice 
president. I've worked with the 
faculty and staff on the University 
Council. They know my name and 
that's a foot in the door." 
"You need to get a working rela-
tionship going," Leary said. "If they 
(the . administration) know you 
already, you can skip the introduc-
tions and go through the proper 
channels. Student government is an 
organization of, for and by the stu-
. dents. We're student representatives 
- we're here to fight for students 
and their rights." 
Platform. High ti lghts 
• Publishing of a faculty profile 
including educational back-
ground, experience and test 
formats. 
• Internship program coordi-
nated with Chamber of Commerce. 
• Addressing of residence hall 
food concerns. 
• Continued work on snow 
policy. 
• Re-establishment of office of 
Off-campus Housing Director. 
• Establishment of campus 
.ticket office for Civic Center 
events. 
• Oppose increase in student 
fees to tu nd a new footbal I 
stadium. 
• Establishment of a "Student 
Bill of Rights." 
• Telepho11e class registration 
for part-time students. 




Creating off-campu·s housing office, 
· dead week, concerts, goals of Webb, Young 
No one-hour exams the week 
before finals, Henderson Center 
concerts and an off-campus housing 
director, who will rate apartments 
'and houses before they are listed in 
the student government offices, are 
major planks in the platform ofTho-
mas R. Webb, Daniels junior and 
Vikki L. Young, Louisa, Ky., junior. 
Webb, a chemistry major with a 
grade point average of about2.8 and 
Young, a broadcast journamlism 
major with a GPA of3.98, both said 
they think an open door policy is 
what is need e d in Student 
Government. 
"We need to speak to students 
more in the SGA offices and else-
where," Webb said. "They may have 
a point or an argument we missed. 
We need to draw from all contacts 
' and we llfOn't jump down anyone's 
throat for mistakes. Students do 
make a difference." 
According to Webb, the main 
problem at Marshall University is 
improper funding and Marshall's 
Student Government needs to start 
a statewide lobbying effort with 
other student governments. 
"Lobbying efforts should go 
toward the state lottery money 
. . 
because it's doing well and would 
take financial burden off students," 
Webb said. 
Asked why •he chose Young as a 
running mate, Webb said, "I looked 
for a clean running mate who didn' t 
want to cut down the other teams. 
.Vikki is very well versed. I realized 
her potential and begged her to 
run." 
Although Young has no expe-
rience in student government, she is 
sure of her capabilities. 
"Since I worked for The Par-
thenon, I got to see all facets ofSGA. 
I'm familiar with the senate an'd 
Ro~rt's Rules of Order because I 
attended senate meetings," Young 
said. " It's good to come in from the 
outside with no conflicts and an 
open mind. 
"My relationship with the admin-
stration is good because I was a 
reporter. When I go back to them, 
they open up and help out. I already 
have a good base to work from," she 
said. 
Webb is equally confident. 
"We have realistic goals and have 
specific p lans to achieve those 
goals," Webb said. "Other candi-
dates are vague. And, since we have 
a different circle of contacts by 
being in separate colleges and hav-
ing different types of homes (Young 
lives in a residence hall and Webb 
lives off campus) we spread our-
selves out for a good contmst." 
Platform· ~lghllghts 
• Establishment of a dead week 
before semester exams. 
• Nationally known band ·con-
certs at Henderson Center. 
• • Evaluation of parking 
problems. . 
• Lawyer and ombudsman for 
Student Legal Aid Center. 
• Appointment of an SGA 
representat ive to the Chamber of 
Commerce. · 
• Lobbying of Legislature in 
cooperation with student govern-
ments of otherstate colleges and 
universities. 
• Recruiting of students 
through high school student 
organizations. 
·• Appointment of off-campus 
housing director to rate apart-
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Columns Scores Highlights 
Pelphrey joins Marshall basketball greats 
By John ·Gllllsple -
Sports Writer 
The Lady Herd Basketball awards 
banquet in the Cam Henderson Cen-
ter's Big Green Room April 5 was a 
special night for Karen Pelphrey, 
Paintsville, KY senior, who became 
the fifth Marshall athlete to have 
her number retired and the first 
Matsball woman to do so. 
In a special ceremony at the end of 
the banquet, Southard presented 
Pelphrey with her green jersey. The 
white jersey will be hung in a place 
of distinction in the forward's 
honor. . 
"No one. again in the history of 
Marshall women's basketball will 
wear the number 12," Southard 
-said. 
After being given the jersey. 
Pelphrey said, "It's really an honor 
to recieve this tonight. I've never 
,had a feeling like this in my life. I 
want to thank my·teammates for the 
best four years of my life." 
The four men's players whose 
numbers were retired are Hal Greer, 
Walt·Wallowac, Jule Rivlin and Leo 
1 Byrd. 
Pelphrey was also the reciJ;?ient of 
other awards including a key- to the 
city presented by Mayor Robert Nel-
son. Nelson said, "Karen Pelphrey 
personifies what student athletics 
are all about. Her team has been 
well-coached not only in the funda-
mentals of basketball but also in the 
basics of life." 
centage, best free throw percentage, 
leading rebounder and leading 
.scorer. . . . . 
Pelphrey and teammate, Karla 
May, were honored with a special 
plaque fm: being the two leading 
scorers in Lady Herd history and 
that they hold 25 Lady Herd records 
between them. 
- Other awards went to Chris 
McClurkin, Most Improved Player; 
Meg Hanshaw, Most Dedicated 
Player; and Debbie VanLiew, Best 
Defensive Player and Student Ath-' 
lete Award. . 
Tammy Wiggins, junior forward, 
was honored with a plaque recogniz-
ing her attainment of the 1000th 
point of her college career. Wiggins 
ended the season with 1011 points, 
making her the third highest scorer 
in Lady Herd history. behind Pelph-
rey and May. 
David Braine, Athletic Director, 
praised the Lady Herd for its 98 per-
cent R_layer graduation record. Also, 
he cited the last two minutes of the 
Southern Conference championship 
game against UTC as the best play 
in any college game that he has 
seen. 
Southard praised the dedication 
of the team in overcoming its.injur-
ies when it more resembled a 
'MASH' team instead of a basket-
ball squad. Also, she ·praised the 
newly founded Lady Herd Classic, 
which she said has been acclaimed 
as one of the classiest events in the 
area . . 
The 6-foot-one forward was also 
honored when Sue Davis from the 
House of Representatives read a let-
ter of citation in her honor. Pelphrey 
won the Most Outstanding Player 
award, as well as all four· perfor-
mance awards for beet field goal per-
Barb McConnell, assisant coach, 
talked about the recruiting pros-
pects for the next year, which 
emphasized what Southard said 
during the banquet, "It (the ban-
quet) is the culmination of the year 
that has been and the birth of a new 
year to come." 
Forward Karen Pelphrey scores two of her record number of points. 
Pelphrey'• number was · retired by Marshall University, making her the 
first woman to receive the honor. 
Herd record 362 wins for Cook possible today 
By Jim Weldemoyer 
Senior Sports Writer 
Cam Henderson is a legend in Mar-
sh all athletics. He probably has 
accompliched more than any other 
coach the in Thundering hi1toey. 
Until now that is. 
With a win over the University of 
·, Charleston today, Herd baaeballcoach 
Jack Cook can record victory number 
362. That is one more than the legend· the field)." 
ary Henderson who has the huge Cook said he enjoys coaching and 
indoor athletic complex named after plans to retire eventually but not in the 
him. near future. 
Cook has coached for 21 years and "As long as there is no problem with 
has won 55 percent of his 652 conteltts health or anything I don' t see retir-
recording only 291 loeses. ing," he said. "I've got six more years 
"I've been coaching a long time and that I can coach than 111 probably 
it's nice to finally have something like retire." 
this come .around," Cook said. "I've After Cook has met the retirement 
been coaching for 20 years. That's a lot time limit, he could coach five more 
of time& walking over that line (onto . years buthesaidhedoesnotseethatas 
MARSHALL'S VOICE TO THE BOR 
HELEN. 
ATRENY 
For -Board of Regents ~epresentatlve 
likely. 
Today's 3 p.m. game against the 
Golden Eagles at Charleston will give 
the Herd a chance to get back on the 
winning track after dropping a com-
plete three-game set _over the weekend 
to Appalachian State. 
The Nor.thern Division-leading 
Mountaineers clubbed Marshall 5-0 
and 8-1 in double-header action Satur• · 
day. in Boone, N.C. And finished the 
sweep Sunday with a 19-9 drubbing 
Sunday. 
"We didn't play all that poorly," 
Cook said. "They're by far ihe best 
team we've faced all year. We just 
didn't hit the ball enough. It just eeems 
that at times we don't acore enough 
runs to support our pitchers." 
The loeses dropped ihe Herd's ?eeord 
to 9-13 overall and 2-9 in conference ~ 
action. \Vith the sweep ASU raised it's 
mark to 30-5 and 10-1. 
Marshall currently stands third in 
the division and needs to finish in front 
of second-place Virginia Military Insti-
tute to qua:lify for the league playoffs in 
May. 
While the road . to any postseason 
action appears long for the Herd, Cook 
said he feels fairly optimistic that his 
squad still has at least an outside 
chance to qualify. 
~ 
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Student Government Association elec- say and see what I can do for them," 
tions are Wednesday from 9 a .m. to 6:30 McGovern said. 
p.m. This is the first election under the 
new constitution that went into effect MICHAEL W. ANASTASIA 
at the beginning of March. Students Anastasia is a :--West.chester, Ohio, 
now will select their representatives on sophomore and is in the ROTC Cadet 
the basis of college registration rather Battalion, the Ranger Company and 
than residency. New polling places are Sigma Phi Epsilon. As a Sig Ep, he has 
as follows: served as secretary, assistant pledge 
College of Business--Corbly Hall educator and social chairman. He is 
College of Education-.Jenkins Hall currently the secretary of the Interfra-
College of Liberal Arts--$mith Hall ternity Council. His goal for the senate 
College of Science--Science Building is to make k a better program. 
Medical School--Medical School 
All colleges-Memorial Student Center STEVEN RAY PALMER 
and Twin Towers West. Palmer is a Huntington sophomore 
and has a 3.4 GPA. He is· running 
"Because I don't think the students 
College of Business really know what's taking place in the 
Student Government Association," he 
LOUIS B. BIEDERMAN 
said. 
Biederman is a Huniington junior DEBORAH LYNN QUALLS 
and has served this year as a commuter Qualls is a Huntington freshman 
senator. His goal for the senate is to and has served on, the Super Dance 
make it a more viable organization. Committee as publicity chairman. 
"I'll be willing to bet that half the stu- Qualls has a 2.8 GPA. "The BOR 
dents on campus don't know where the (Board of Regents) is raising tuition. I 
SGA office is. And with that kind of want to have a say in that because that 
publicity, it's hard to achieve any- will affect a number of students at Mar-
thing," Biederman said. shall,". Qualls said. 
KAREN S. DOYLE College of Liberal Arts Doy)e is an Elkins sophomore and 
currently is the president of the Twin 
Towers Hall Advisory Council. Doyle KELLY LYNN YOAKUM has a 3.3 grade point average. Her goal Yoakum is a Wheeling freshman for Student Senate is to get the College and has been a residence: hall senator of Business accredited and to acquire since December. She serves as vice-more apprenticeships. chairman of the Freshman Advisory 
Council and is a member of the 
EDMUND JOSEPH MCGOVERN Ill Student-Alumni Association. "My goal 
McGovern is a ' Pittsburgh, Pa., for the senate is to continue the projects 
senior and is a member of the Hall I've been working on and getting peo-
Advisory Council. He also works at pie involved in student government so 
WMUL. "My main concern right now that we can open it up to take care of 
is to listen to "'hat the students have to more students' needs," Yoakum said. 
HELP HIM TO LEAD 
A NORMAL LIFE. 
\_Bobby h1 a hemophiliac. 
A bump or bruise could 
become life threatening, 
unles8 he gets help. 
But it can only come from you, 
from your p !asmu. 
So p,j.ea.sc. won't you help Bobby? 
Make an important contribution. 
Give life. 
Give pla sma. 
Mon., Tues, and Thurs - 6 a.m.-3:30 p.m. 
Wednesday - 6 a.rtl . - 2 p.m. 
Friday - 6 a.m . - S p.m . 
t. 
Giving Comes From The Heart 




1LET US GIVE YOU $20.00 
HYLAND PLASMA CENTER 
529-0028 
Giving Comes 
From Th£ J.«<)art 
631 4th Avenue 
New Donors Bring This Ad 
and Receive $20.00 For 
Your First Donation. 
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By Stephanie Parker 
ANGELA M. HILL work around me as a senator. The stu-
Hill is a Huntington sophomore and . dents here are too separated. We have 
has served as a commuter senator. commuter students and off-campus 
While in the senate, she has been on the students, but I would like to see living 
· F1nance Committee and the Hender- conditions for both improved by insti-
son Center Committee. Her goal for the tuting a program rating apartments." 
senate is to become more aware of 
activities at Marshall and she would College of Education like to see Huntington and Marshall 
working together. 
I DEANNA WILLIAMSON 
WILLIAM D. BISSETT . . Williamson i's a Crab Orchard jun-
Bissett is a Huntington.junior and ior, a member of Alpha Xi Delta and 
has served four semesters in the Stu- serves as the Panhellenic rush chair-
dent Senate. He was elected president man and treasurer. Williamson has a 
pro-tempore this year. He belongs to 2.9 GP A. "I think we need to work on 
Kappa Alpha Order and is an ROTC getting more input from older return-
cadet. His grade point average is above ing students. I think these students 
a 2.0. His goal is basing better ties with have been pushed aside and are not 
existing organizations such as IFC given as much attention as the so-
and IGC (lntergovernment Council) to called 'typical' student," Williamson 
bring together the Greeks and the resi- said. 
dence halls. He a1so would like to 
improve relations with the West Virgi- JAMES R. FRYE 
nia. Legislature. Unavailable for comment. 
REBECCA G. RIFFLE Medical School 
Riffle is a South Charleston junior 
and is a member ·of the Student Con-
duct and Welfare Committee, a sorority JEFFREY.D. MAYNARD 
and the Grievance Panel. Riffle has a Maynard is from Huntington a~d is 
2.4 GPA. " Student involvement is a first-year medical student. He was 
really important. We need more stu- unavailable for comment. 
dents to become involved in activities 
and be proud ofwherewegotoschool," ROBERT ANTON 
Riffle said. Unavailable for comment. 
. ROBERT ANDREW MCCARTY 
McCro-ty is a Charleston junior and College of Science 
is a member of the Student Governing 
Board and Judicial Board. He works at 
WPBY doing MU Report, was a repor- TOM WEBB 
ter for The Parthenon and wa s Webb is a Daniels junior and cur-
involved with the Frasure-Singleton rently is an off-campus senator. He 
Program. Last summer he worked in also is running for student body presi-
the West Virginia Legislature. "I dent and will relinquish one of the posi-
wouldn't let the student bo_dy president tions if he wins both. 
-------~- ------------------
ICELAMBAIR Tl EUROPE 
.. EVERYTHING 
THAT IIM'T A BARGAIN· 
IIFREl 










Get in on our lowest fare to Europe in years. And with it, get a lot 
more than just the trip over. Because, when you fly Icelandajr, you get 
everything you expect from a full-service airline, with no charge for 
meals or baggage. Every fare includes free wine with your in-flight 
dinner and free cognac after. 
lcelandair Values Continue After You Land: Free deluxe, round-
trip motorcoach between Luxembourg and select cities in Gennany, 
Belgium and Holland. Special $15 train fares to Switzerland or France. 
Super Saver Kemwel car rentals at just $59 per week in Luxembourg. 
And, if you choose, a day or two stopover in Europe's most beautifully 
kept secret, Iceland. 
•Super Bargain Fare, 6- 30 day stay. tSuper Grouper Fare , 1- 365 
day stay. Valid-S/16- 6/8/86, $3.00 departure tax applies. For ~ 
information & reservations, call your travel agent or 
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Luncheon.focuses on beautification plan 
By Marla Manning 
Reporter 1 
The proposed location of the new sta-
dium and President DaleF. Nitzschke's 
beautification plan for the Memorial . 
Student Cente.r Plaza and the adjoin-
ing ·field · were topics of discussion at 
the March student luncheon with Presi-
dent Nitzschke. 
There. were many ideas about the pro-
posed site for the stadium, according to 
Nancy J . Howerton, Princeton gradu-
ate student and assistant to Dr. Nell C. 
Hailey, vice president-dean of student 
affairs. 
She said it seemed to be a major, reoc-
curing topic of students' conversation 
during the luncheon. 
The beautification plan includes 
landscaping and the planting of green-
ery around the field between the plaza 
and the science building, according to 
the goals of the master plan. The plan 
includes developing a variety of out-
door spaces which can be used by the 
university community throughout the 
year. 
Other beautification plans include 
creating a unified perimeter image for 
the campus and to remove unnecessary 
vehicular circulation from within the 
campus core. This is to be done with a 
respect for the existing landscape herit-
age of the campus, and to use it as a 
basis for landscape enhancement, the 
· master plan states. 
There was a good turnout for the lun-
cheon, Howerton said, with 21 students 
attending. There are applications still 
availabl~ for the next luncheon, which 
she said is planned for late April. The 
applications of those students who are 
not selected to attend the luncheons 
this semester will be kept on file for 
next semester, Howerton said. 
Exch_ange program with ·China proposed 
would be expecting our school to support this travel, he said. 
By Tina White 
Reporter 
If a proposal made to President Dale F. Nitzschke is 
accepted, Marshall could form a sistership with Communist 
China. 
"China views schools in the United States as being very 
wealthy an<l Marshall just isn't like that," Matz said. 
According. to Matz, Judith J. Assad, coordinator of interna-
tional student development, w~s very skeptical of the prop-
osal too and wants the issue to be investigated more. 
During a presentation showing his trip to China, Dr. 
Ralph Taylor, professor of biological sciences, suggested 
forming an educational exchange between our university 
and a university in China. Taylor said this exchange would 
make Marshall one of the few universitieA to be receiving 
information from Communrat China. He said th'is informa-
tion would enhance education and make Marshall a distrib-
utor of Chinese information for the entire nation. 
"There is a great advantage in having international stu-
dents on campus, and we are very interested in our students 
traveling abroad, but w~ can't afford to foot the eptire bill," 
Matz said. In an exchange with a school such as Canada, 
tuition and housing are paid for both students in their 
respective schools then the bodies are simply switched, he 
said. This is easier and of equal expense to both schools. 
, After the presentation; Nitzschke turned the matter over 
to Dr. Clair W. Matz, professor of political science, and a 
committee was formed to review the issue. Matz said he feels 
the exchange with China will not be a completely even one. 
China has already informed Marshall that it cannot afford 
to Mmsport exchange students to the United States and 
Taylor traveled to China in February to study the Siber-
ian Crane and their eating habits. He said people in this 
country are hungry for scientific knowledge and want to 
become involved with Marshall. "If we form this sistership 
with Communist China, Y{e will be obtaining information 
that is rarely sent to our country and this would be a great 
advancement in itself," Taylor said. · 
TONIC program offered to pre-college gifted students 
TONIC, a summer enrichment pro-
gram for gifted pre-college students, 
will be sponsored by Marshall Univer-
sity this summer. 
The program is provided as part of 
the training for teachers in gifted edu-
cation and as a means for gifted stu-
dents to develop interests in a variety 
of subjects. · 
Among the courses offered this year 
are genetics, the s'tudy of utopias, the 
brain and Socrates dialogues. Each 
student selects two courses. One cou·rse 
will be given 1 to 2 p.m., and the other 
• from 2 to 3 p.m. Other activities are 
scheduled from 3 to 4 p.m. Classes will 
be held in Harris Hall. 
Most of the classes have a maximum 
enrollment of 10 students but all 
classes must have an enrollment of 
three students or it will be canceled. 
While most courses have an enrollment 
based on the students age, students 
may enroll in classes out of their grade 
level, according to Edwina Pendarvis, 
coqrdinator of gifted programs. · 
TONIC is open to students in grades 
one through ten who have been identi-
fied as gifted by West Virginia schools. 
Children who score at the 98t~ percen-
1540 Fourth Ave. 
-. 
,~, maRshall aRtlstS 5€Rl€S 
flflier Dlvlson ••• ••• Presents 
,•~ 'II• . .~.!-~ -1t.<9 H M. S ~~,! ,J~ • • • 
PINAFORE 
The New York Gilbert & Sullivan Players 
Monday, April 21, 8:00 p.m. 
Keith-Albee Theatre, Huntington 
FREE with MU ID and Activity Card 
Artists Series Office, 1 W23 MSC 
tile or above on a standardized apti-
tude or achievement test are also 
eligible. Verification by the student's 
principal, counselor, or teacher is 
required, according to Pendarvis. 
Pendarvis, said that brochures about 
the program -w'ill be available _by the 
end of April. Admission into the pro-
gram is $35 per student. The applica-
tion deadline is May 31. Classes .will 
start Monday, June 16 and will end 
Thursday, July 3. Those interested in 
the program may contact Pendarvis in 
110 Jenkins Hall or by calling 696-
2340. 
FULL MEAL DEAL 
Homestyle Burger, 
Fries & Drink 
$1.69 
0-on't Forget A Blizzard 
Good Thru Saturday 
5th Ave. Only 
2660 5th Av~. 




DRY CLEANING & 
SHIRT SERVICE TO 
Students-Administration 
Faculty & Staff 
Discount Prices 




The study of early Christianity 
and Judaism is a study of the 
transformation of symbols accord-
ing to a visiting rabbinic professor 
who spoke on the Marshall Univer-
sity campus. 
Dr. Richard Sarason, associate 
professor ofrabbinic literature and 
thought at Hebrew Union College 
in Cinc innati, spoke to an 
audience of about 40 people 
gathered in 134 Harris Hall. 
His message explained how 
early Chrjstianity used the same 
religious symbols as Judaism but 
interpreted them differently. 
Early differences between Jews 
and early Christians were not so 
obvious, Sarason said. " During 
the Roman Empire they (Chris-
. tians) were looked on as just a 
strange bunch of Jews," he said. 
The symbols shared by the Jews 
and early Christians were the tem-
ple in Jerusalem, Torah or scrip-
ture, and messiah. The temple and 
Torah were seen as modes of 
access to divine power, Sarasan 
said. 
Other nations outside Judea had 
an understanding of temple and 
scripture as they had their own 
' temples and writings, according to 
Sarason. The temple in particular 
also helped to unify Jews and early 
Christians. Sarason said that all 
Jews could point to "that temple on 
that hill in Jerusalem and say 
that's the center of my religion-
... that's the symbolic center ofmy 
nation." . ' 
Many early Christians, espe-
cially those converted from Juda-
ism, continued to observe the 
sabbath, to.obey dietary laws and 
other Jewish practices, according 
to Sarason. A rift began to develop 
between the parties in Christianity 
who continued to observe Jewish 
practices and those that didn' t. 
But many early Christians had 
difficulty understanding the third 
religious symbol, messiah. Sara-
son said the jews began to look for 
a messiah while under Roman 
oppression, beginning when Pom-
pey entered the temple " and 
nothing happened. He wasn't 
struck dead. As a matter of fact he 
struck a few priests dead," Sara• 
son said. 
As Roman oppres~n pro-
gressed the wish for a messiah 
became stronger. "Finally, when 
the situation got very bad, people 
started saying God will have to 
intervene," Sarason said. 
Th e Jewish messiah was 
expected to reinstate political sta-
bility, religious stability. But this 
kind of messiah had no meaning to 
the early Christians. "Early Chris-
tianity began as a messiah move-
ment that centered itself around 
Jesus," Sarason said. So messiah 
came to mean atonement, the 
death of Jesus came to mean sacri-
fice. "Because we have a death to 
explain. If it can't be explained we 
have a problem ... So this is what 
the author of Hebrews is trying to 
prove and he's trying to prove it to 
Christians ... all you need to do, to 
recall a phrase, is bathe in the 
blood of the (sacrificial) lamb." 
The belief in J esus as sacrifice 
lingers today, according to Sara-
son. " The concept of sacr ifice 
remains strongly in the center of 
Christiz.nity," he said. 
~ I 
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Disney World 
to interview 
Recruiters from Walt Disney 
World will be on campus Wednesday 
to interview students for summer 
and fall internships, according _to 
Reginald Spencer, director of career 
planning and placement. 
An information session a hou t 
internships will be from 8:30 to 10 
a.m. After the information session, 
students may sign up for an inter-
view. Interviews will be from 10:30 
a.m. to 3:20 p.m. in the Career Plan-
ning and Placement Center located 
in Prichard Hall. 
Spencer said recruiters will be 
seeking mainly sophomore and jun-
iors in the fields ofbusiness, journal-
ism, speech and recreation. "The 
recruiters usually hire three or four 
students from Marshall everytime 
they come," he said. 
Summer internships will begin at 
the end of May and last until 
August, Spencer said. "Fall intern-
ships will start Sept. 1 and continue 
until Christmas." 
Spencer said students could 
receive academic credit for 3-6 
hours. Students will attend a class 
relating to their major one day a 
week. They will work 30-35 hours a 
week and earn $3.50 a hour, he said 
Calendar 
"Dimes for Doors," a collection drive 
sponsored by Alpha Tau Omega to 
install automatic doors for the handi-
capped in Memorial Student Center, 
will contninue from 11 a.m. - 3 p.m. 
through Friday on the MSC Plaza. 
More information may be obtained by 
calling 696-9677. 
Applications. for undergraduate Inter-
national students tuition awards may 
be picked up in Prichard 119. Deadline 
for submitting applications for under-
graduate international student tuition 
awards for the fall semester is May 9. 
More information may be obtained-by . 
• calling 696-2379. 
Up Sync contest sponsored by TTW 
HAC will be April 23 at T-Birds. Stu-
dents may sign up from 3 -6 p.m. Tues-
day and 15. First prize is $50. More 
information may be obtained by cal-
ling 696-4092 or 696-5181. 
University Mass Choir is accepting 
new members at 9 p.m. each Tuesday 
and Thursday in Smith 154. 
ROTC Rangei:-s meet at 4 p.m. each 
Tuesday and Thursday in Gullickson 
215. 
Wargamlng Society meets at 4 and 7 
p.m. each Tuesday in MSC 2El0. 
Bible study sponsored by Baptist Stu-
dent Union is at 9 p.m. each Tuesday 
iin Buskirk 313. 
PROWL meets at 7:45 p.m. each Tues-
day in Campus Christian Center. 
"Moods of Blue," a Women's Center 
seminar, will be at noon Wednesday in 
Pricfiard 143. 
MAPS-UCAM will offer a literature 
table 10 a.m. - 2 p.m. each Wednesday 
in MSC lobby. 
MAPS-UCAM meets at 3:30 p.m. each 





Practice for cheerleading tryouts 
will be April 14-25. Tryouts will be 
April 26 at 9 a.m. at the Henaerson 
Center. 
A squad of 13 men and women 
and one substitute will be selected. 
Performance requirements will 
include "jumps, lifts, and variety .of 
gymnastics skills," according to 
Olive Hager ai,sociate professor of 
health, physical education and 
recreation and sponsor of the cheer-
leading squad. · 
In addition, each candidate will 
be required to perform four routines. 
The candidate must perform an 
original, one minute dance routine · 
and an original cheer. The candi-
date .must .al.so give the "Sons of 
Marshall" cheer and one other Mar-
shall cheer. 
Any full time student with a 2.0 
average or incoming freshman 
already admitted to the university is 
eligible to try out, according to 
Hager. 
Those selected must be prepared 
to attend a cheerleading camp and 
cond_uct clinic in August to be 
announced later, according to 
Hager. 
Anyone interested may contact 
Hager at 69fH>490. 
Donate Blood. 
""••ru-.,u + W:"IIHclr 
Hcd c;n .. , Will'l<iu'! ' 
Horseback Riding 
Special Rates 
For Marshall Students 
For More Information Call 
WIiiiams Horse Farm 
(614 )532-9432 
APRIL FOOL'S DAY 
Daily 5:25-7:25-9:25 (R) 
RAD (PG) 
Daily 7:00-9:00 
POLICE ACADEMY 3 
Daily 5:15-7 :15-9:15 
(PG) 
9½ WEEKS (R) 
Daily 5:15-7:20-9:25 
Starts 4/4 
Attempt made at 
aerobic record 
Marshall students jogged, kicked 
and jumped at a chance to work 
their way into the Guiness Book of 
World Records Friday as the conclu-
sion of Wellness Week activitie&. 
The attempt to get the most people 
participating in an hour of aerobics 
brought 75 people to the Henderson 
Arena-for the nopn event. The aero-
bics was led by ihstructors from the 
. E,nergetics program. 
The participants will not know if 
they made the book until the editors 
decide. Pictures and articles about 
the program will be sent to the book 
to -let them know about Marshall's 
world record attempt. 
Money raised from registration 
fees for the event will be used to help 
construct a Ronald McDonald house 
for Huntington and a fitness trail 
for the perimeter of the campus. 
The aerobics attempt was the 
highlight of"You look mah-velous," 
the theme of the week's activities on 
health-related topics. 
"Turnout was very high since it 
was the first week back after-Spring 
Break," Carol Her bitter-Bailey, 
graduate assistant in charge of Wel-
lness Week activities said. "It usu-
ally takes time for students to get 
back into work instead of tans." 
College Bowl 
team to compete 
Marshall's College Bow.I team will 
compete at the Auburn Invitita-
tional, despite financial diff.culties. 
" It's not clear yet whether the 
team members will have to dip into · 
their own pockets, but we will be 
able to go," said Dr. David A. Cus-
ick, associate professor of mathe-
matics and intermim coach of the 
College Bowl team. 
The Auburn Invitational will be 
April 18-19, Cusick said. 
Cusick also said the team may 
soon announce the name of a per-
manent coach. 
In their most recent competition, 
the team placed fourth at regional 
competition held at West Virginia 
University. They came in ninth at 
the University of Tennessee 
Invitational. 
Graduated Savings. 
$15 $30 $40 
OFF OFF . OFF 
ALL l0KGOLD ALL 14KGOLD ALL18KGOLD 
One W<'E'k only, save on the gold ring of your choice. For complete 
details, see your Jostens reprPsentative at: 
Place: 
MUB 
Prices Good Through April 15 
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Mayor speaker for black awareness week 
By Linda C. Knopp 
Reporter 
A presentation by the mayor of Gary, 
Ind., and a soul· food feast will high-
light Black :Awareness Week, accord-
ing to·Kenneth E. Blue, associate dean 
of student affairs and interim coordi-
nator of the Minority Students Office. 
Richard Hatcher, who has been the 
mayor of Gary, Ind., since 1967, will 
talk today at 7:30 p.m. in the Don Mor-
ris Room of the Memorial Student Cen-
ter, as the keynote speaker for the 
week. A reception will follow the 
presentation. 
A fJlshion show is slated for 8 p.m'. 
Wednesday in the Don Morris Room 
with an admission cost of $1. presented at 8 p.m. Thursday in Smith· 
Activities for Thursday include an Hall 154. The play, which features an 
organizational fair for black Greek fra- all-black, all-woman citst, is directed 
ternities, sororities and social groups by Paul E. Reynolds, Boomer senior, 
in the MSC lobby from 11 a.m.-3 p.m. and is free and open to the public. 
A soul food feast also will be pres- A game show is scheduled for 8 p.m. 
ented Thursday in Twin Towers and Friday in Corbly Hall 105, but Blue 
Holderby cafeterias during regular said he did not know what it would be 
pinner hours. Dishes planned for the yet. 
meal are chitterlings, barbecue The week's activities will conclude 
chicken, catfish, collard greens, cole Saturday· with a dance in Gullickson 
slaw and cornbread. Non-Marshall . Gym ~t ,9_p.m. featuring "DJ" Q~ick. 
Activities began Monday with a students will b~charged $6 for the meal 
and students riot residing in the resi-
dence halls will have to pay $2.50. 
Nzotake Shange's play "For Colored 
Girls Who Have Considered Suicide 
When the Rainbow is Enuf," will be 
· Mass Choir presentation in the MSC 
lobby and a cultural film show in the 
Alumni Lounge. 
Blue said the purpose of the week is 
to give the black students a chance to 
showcase some of their own talents 
Early birds Gould get preferred rooms 
By Jerry McKeen 
Reporter 
Taking summer classes and need a 
place to stay? 
It would be wise to apply as soon as 
possible-for a room on campus, accord-
ing to Ramona Orndorff, manager of 
student housing. . 
Though there is no deadline to ~pply 
for SU4Dmer housing, getting a pre-
ferred room on campus becomes less 
likely the longer one waits· to apply, 
Orndorff said. 
The applications for rooms are in the 
Housing Office. Rooms will not be 
assigned until May 11. 
This year the housing will be in Twin 
Towers East. The men will reside on 
the lower floors and the women on the 
upper floors. Twin Towers West will be 
used for summer conferences. 
Students usually have no trouble get-
ting double rooms designated as sin-
gles, Orndorff said. 
The cost for a double room is $433.65. 
A double room rented out for single 
occupancy costs $507.15. Both costs 
include meals served in the cafeteria. 
Intersession housing has an applica-
tion deadline of May 5. To get a room 
for the intersession, one must have 
applied for a room at least during the 
first summer term. Also, the person 
must have a legitimate reason for stay-
ing on campus such as employment 
reasons, intersession classes or other 
unusual circumstances. 
The cost for a room during the inter-
session is $179.05, but the cafeteria will 
not be open. 
Applications for the intersession 
housing can also be picked up in the 
Housing Office. 
Acclaimed poet praises student ·writers 
By W; David Hall 
Staff Writer 
Dave Smith, critically acclaimed poet and author of 19 
works, including essays, short stories, and novels, hosted a 
poetry workshop and reading April 5 in Corbly Hall. 
"Poetry is praise song and no different from prose, except 
the way it looks on a page. Poems should plea@e you. There is 
no poi~t in reading or writing poetry if you do not delight in 
it," Smith said. 
Smith also believes that a poem should be clear, acctttate 
should have the best use of the language possible. 
"Poetry is an art, but unlike other art forms where the 
artist has different media, the writer has only language to 
work with," Smith said. "Poetry is a matter of word selec-
tion, so it is very important that it is used propedy. Lan-
guage is your enemy. It is tissues of dead, worn out usages 
keeping us ·from being fresh," he said. 
"Many people have language, a heart that goes 'pitty-pat', 
and write, but this is not poetry," the poet said. "The nature 
of poetry is that it must communicate." 
According to Smith, a way to get that communication is 
through the message of the poem 
"Poetry without message is self-indulgence," Sniith said. 
"Man¥ s_tudents do :t}Ot put a message in their poe~s or they 
use the "fortune cookie" theory where the message is hidden 
' . ! 
in the poem and when asked 'What does this mean?',they 
crack it open, throw away the 'cookie' and then read the 
message." · . . 
Smith praised the student poets, stating that they were 
"blessed with intelligence and imagination" · and ·offered 
tips on how to improve their writing and become-more effec-
tive poets. 
"One should recognize his limitations and work within 
the limits," Smith said. "One can also learn and improve by 
reading other poets and writing like them, he added. "Even-
tually, the poet will develop a unique rythmn and style and 
will write that way." 
Smith also hosted a poetry reading at 7:30 p.m. in Corbly 
Hall, during which he read a number of his poems and 
explained his inspiration for the poems. His reading list 
included "Wedding Song", a poem that descibes marriage 
and metaphorically refers to it as a dismal swamp, "Colors 
Of Our Age: Pink And Black," based on a race riot, "Driving 
Lesson", "Snow Sundown", "Chameleons", and "Cooking 
Eggs," a poem about dealing with a liberated wife. 
Smith's achievements include having been twice runner-
up for the Pulitzer Prize in Poetry in 1979 and 1981, being a 
finalist for the National Book Critic's Award for Poetry i.n 
1979. He has hosted readings at a variety of colleges and 
universities, including Harvard and John Hopkins Univer-
sity. He currently teaches at the University Of Virginia 
Common wealth. 
H .. E.L~P. program offers summer courses 
By Klmberly Rice . 
Reporter · 
Higher Education for Learning Pro~ 
!ems (H.E.L.P _) is ·offering summer 
course assistance to students with 
learn'ing disabilities, according to Dr. 
Barbara P. Guyer, director of the 
program. 
Guyer said the need for the H.EL.P.' 
program began when the government 
passed the Vocational Rehabilitation 
Act of 1973 requiring colleges and uni-
versities to have a program to assist 
the learning disabled. 
Guyer said, "Five years ago I applied 
to the Marshall Foundation for funds 
to begin the H.E.L.P .' program. We 
started with three students and two 
graduate assistants and now we have 
60 students and seven graduate assist-
'-
,, ' 
ants. We have students enrolled in 
every co~ege on campus." . 
Throu·gh the H .E.L.P. program 
Guyer said students with learning dis-
abilities can receive j ndividual tutor-
ing in reading, spelling, writing and 
development of study skills. 
Guyer said, "Study skills are really 
important. Many of them really don' t 
know how to study. They sit down with 
good intentions of spending the after-
noon studying and then spend most of 
their time staring out the window or 
falling asleep. We try and help them 
organize what they study so they can 
learn." 
According to Guyer three students 
with learning disabilities graduated 
l a st summer with the aid of the 
H.E.L.P. program. Guyer a lso added 
tha t the progra m has a low dropout 
rate and most of the students are able 
to graduate in five years. 
· The H.E.L.P. summer program is 
based on individual aid from a gradu-
ate assistant and one morning course. 
Guyer said particular attention will be 
given to the s tudent's specific 
strengths and weaknesses. Fees are 
assessed according to how often the 
student needs to meet with a tutor. 
A limited number of applicants will 
be accept.ed and registration deadline 
is May 15. 
and skills while using other resources 
as well. 
"It is an opport~nity for students to 
provide the university community a 
cha nce to experience cultural, social 
and educational activities of blacks 
and to make it aware of-some issues 
which are being experienced by minori-
ties," he said. 
Blue said the activities were planned 
for both black and white students and 
he hoped white students would become 
. involved in the black experience. "The 
students need to interact· both educa-
tionally and socially," he said. 
What 
now? 
HO\v about a 
. ..... 
potentially rewarding 
sale~ career with us? 
\Ve' re Northwestern 
Mutual Lire , The Quiet 
Company. Talk to us , and 
you'll be talking to a 
cnmpan) with fhe 
h1ghe~t pncentage of 
col lege graduates in' the 
industry. f\nd the lowest 
percentagE> oi turnover. 
And only North\\'eqern 
fv\utual agents can 
handle Nor..thwestern 
products. 
For a career that offers 
ronqant challenge~ 
along with an 
opportunity for unlimited 
compensation , call us . 
V't/e think our tough 
stand.:ird~ will 
match you r!'-. 
See your Placement Center for 
an interview on April 15th. 
~em 
The: Quiet Company 
A tough act to follow 
< lh-- f'lif•ufh..,rt t.-"" M ulu•I l itt 1,,,u,""' • 
( o,na=,,u1, M il¥1o,11.1Lt1 "'•'-COM,,. 1,fit4 
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